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Description 

CDBurnerXP purposes us an easy and full-featured way to generate CD copies of all kinds.

It supports ISO images and even burnproof technology to avoid the fails during the burning process due to a lack of data. Of course it also burns
and erases rewritable CDs.

Finally it also includes an audio ripper and mp3 converter.

CDBurnerXP is an optical disc authoring utility for Windows 2000 and later, written mostly in Visual Basic .NET as of version 4, released in
September 2007. It has international language support. The software is available to download in both 32-bit and 64-bit variants.

The program supports burning data on CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD+R, DVD+RW, Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD as well as burning
audio files (WAV, MP3, MP2, FLAC, Windows Media Audio, AIFF, BWF (Broadcast WAV), Opus, and Ogg Vorbis in the Red Book format. ISO
images can also be burnt and created via the program, along with UDF and/or ISO-9660 formats. Bootable data discs are also supported.

CDBurnerXP is freeware but closed source because it uses some proprietary libraries. The standard CDBurnerXP installer comes bundled with
installCore but an installer without it can be downloaded. There are also versions for the x64 platform, a Windows Installer-based version for
deployment via corporations and a portable version for putting onto USB or other types of media.

CDBurnerXP is a free application to burn CDs and DVDs, including Blu-Ray and HD-DVDs. This is the installer version, CDBurnerXP Portable
can be downloaded here. Video tutorial available.

It also includes the feature to burn and create ISOs, as well as a multilanguage interface. Everyone, even companies, can use it for free.

CDBurnerXP Features:

burn all kinds of discs
audio-CDs with or without gaps between tracks
burn and create ISO files
data verification after burning process
create bootable discs
multi-language interface
bin/nrg ? ISO converter, simple cover printing and much more!
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